The RNRMC & BAE Systems Heroes Challenge
Itinerary
Date: 18 -22 September 2019
Location: London to Paris
Challenge: Cycling
Cycling from London to Paris is one of the great
cycle experiences in Europe. Passing through
picturesque English countryside, we cross the
Channel at Portsmouth and continue through
the small villages and medieval market towns of
Northern France, making time to take in some of
the Normandy landing beaches. With long days
in the saddle and some strenuous hill-climbs, the
sight of the Eiffel Tower, our finishing point, will
evoke a real sense of achievement.
Our last day in Paris allows us to explore the
sights and soak up the romantic atmosphere of
this majestic city!
Day 1: London – Portsmouth – Caen (Ouistreham)
An early start allows us to avoid the morning traffic as
we pass through the outskirts of London onto quieter
roads. It’s not long before we’re pedalling through the
Surrey countryside and onto the North Downs near
Guildford. Our route undulates relatively gently, though
there are some steeper climbs to test our legs. Heading
predominantly southwest, we enter Hampshire and
pass through Alton. Look out for steam trains, as this
old market town is also the terminus of the famed
Watercress Line. We pass Jane Austen’s house in the
lovely village of Chawton soon afterwards, and continue
our ride south across the sweeping South Downs,
where more hills await us. Finally reaching the outskirts
of Portsmouth, we make our way to the harbour for the
overnight ferry to Caen. Night ferry. (Breakfast on ferry
not included) Cycle approx. 121km (75 miles)

Day 2: Caen (Ouistreham) – Lisieux
We ride west along the coast to the small
town of Arromanches, heart of the
Normandy Landings. Parts of the mulberry
harbour built here can still be seen out at
sea and on the beach. We ride to Juno and
Gold beaches, then head back east on small
roads towards Pegasus Bridge, near Caen,
where the first house to be liberated from the Germans in June 1944 still stands. Now a café
and museum, there is an opportunity to visit and see the original bridge, time permitting.
We then continue east, on quiet rolling roads that take us through farmland and apple
orchards – this area produces lots of cider and calvados! We see Lisieux’s 11th-century
cathedral as we approach the end of today’s ride; approximately two-thirds of the town was
destroyed by allied troops in the D-Day bombardment but the cathedral survived unscathed.
Night hotel.

Day 3: Lisieux – Évreux
Another long day ahead of us today, as we
ride through lovely, typically French rural
countryside. Passing through picturesque
hamlets and small towns, it’s hard to
picture this peaceful countryside
dominated by the battles of World War
Two. There are some short sharp climbs,
though our legs should take them in their
stride by now! We ride west through rolling
farmland and wooded valleys to the ancient
cathedral city of Evreux. Night hotel.
Cycle approx. 143km (89 miles)

Day 4: Évreux – Paris
Our last day: Paris beckons! We cycle east, crossing
the River Eure and riding through small towns as we
pass through the valley of the Seine. Nearing the
city, we cross the River Seine and cycle through the
suburb of Boulogne-Billancourt. As we head
towards the centre of this iconic city, we look out
for the distinctive landmarks of the Eiffel Tower and
the Sacré Coeur standing out on the skyline. We
pass the Arc de Triomphe and down the famed
Champs-Elysées to our finish beneath the lofty
arches of the Eiffel Tower – an impressive end to
our challenge. After checking into our hotel we enjoy a great celebration to mark our
achievements. Night hotel.
Cycle approx. 94km (59 miles)

